The Tamilnadu administration offered all unions/associations for adoption of one SSA
as model for development and to increase revenue. NFTE BSNL adopted Vellore SSA, which
is our strong and number one in membership taken the responsibility under the leadership of
Com. Alliraja, District Secretary. They made a remarkable achievements in all sections.

The SSA provided 14966 LL connections, 7399 BB connections and 2521 Aseem plan
connection in this year. In March 2018 alone LL 4761,BB 1635 , and Vellore SSA stood first
in the country. Corporate and circle management appreciated the development in Vellore
SSA. Congratulations to one and all.

Tamilnadu Circle surpassed all targets given by Corporate office and stood first in all respects
in the country, particularly providing services to customers in respect of LL, BB Aseem plan,
EB Golden customers plan, increase in providing leased circuits and increase of 354 BTS in
the circle.
Tamilnadu alone provided 11,00,256 SIM connections in march as record out of 27,62,990
provided in 2017-18. 1,28,000 SIMs were activated on a single day and created history by
IMPCS. It is appreciable that more than 10 lakh MNP customers got port in. The Circle
earned additional revenue of Rs. 31.05 crores through BTS, increased Radio capacity of 6.92
lakh .More particularly the expenditure on electricity was reduced to 15 crores in the year.
The important achievement of Circle is BTS outage is Nil. In CTTC segment the circle
earned 6.3 crores compared to other34 training centers. It also distributed 9.69 crores to
SSA’s on MOU basis. It imported training to 24000 outsiders in 165 batches for this year.
CTTC made an agreement with Tamilnadu Govt for the skill development programme to
unemployed persons and earning 11 crores for 2018-19.

CHQ extends warm greetings to Tamilnadu Comrades and particularly Vellore comrades for
their hard work.
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